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8 ABSTRACT: Self-powered artiﬁcial nanomotors are currently attract-
9 ing increased interest as mimics of biological motors but also as
10 potential components of nanomachinery, robotics, and sensing devices.
11 We have recently described the controlled shape transformation of
12 polymersomes into bowl-shaped stomatocytes and the assembly of
13 platinum-driven nanomotors. However, the platinum encapsulation
14 inside the structures was low; only 50% of the structures contained the
15 catalyst and required both high fuel concentrations for the propelling of
16 the nanomotors and harsh conditions for the shape transformation.
17 Application of the nanomotors in a biological setting requires the
18 nanomotors to be eﬃciently propelled by a naturally available energy
19 source and at biological relevant concentrations. Here we report a
20 strategy for enzyme entrapment and nanomotor assembly via controlled and reversible folding of polymersomes into
21 stomatocytes under mild conditions, allowing the encapsulation of the proteins inside the stomach with almost 100%
22 eﬃciency and retention of activity. The resulting enzyme-driven nanomotors are capable of propelling these structures at
23 low fuel concentrations (hydrogen peroxide or glucose) via a one-enzyme or two-enzyme system. The conﬁnement of the
24 enzymes inside the stomach does not hinder their activity and in fact facilitates the transfer of the substrates, while
25 protecting them from the deactivating inﬂuences of the media. This is particularly important for future applications of
26 nanomotors in biological settings especially for systems where fast autonomous movement occurs at physiological
27 concentrations of fuel.
28 KEYWORDS: supramolecular chemistry, stomatocytes, nanomotor, biofuel, autonomous movement
29Biological motors are fascinating structures involved in30 almost every biological process such as cell division,31 muscle contraction, and relaxation. Their intricate
32 movement and architecture have been a source of inspiration
33 for scientists from a wide range of disciplines1−8 who have tried
34 to mimic biological motor function using both top-down and
35 bottom-up strategies.7,9−12 Various motor designs have been
36 reported in the literature, such as nanorods/wire motors,3,13
37 tubular motors,14,15 Janus motors,16 polymer-based motors,15,17
38 and polymeric self-assembled nanomotors.11,18 These systems
39 have opened the door to various biomedical-19−24 and
40 environmental-related applications;25,26 however for such
41 motors to be truly successfully applied in a biological context,
42 a nanosized motor has to be constructed that can propel itself
43 in biological ﬂuids and at biologically relevant fuel concen-
44 trations, employing a fuel-selective catalytic system.19,27−29
45 Until now most of the biohybrid designs have focused on the
46 replacement of bare metal surface motors with soft matter
47 alternatives such as carbon-based microﬁbers,30 polymeric
48materials,11,31 enzyme molecules,32 and micropumps.33 They
49showed the ability to propel themselves in diﬀerent media,
50however at quite high fuel concentrations and low eﬃciency.27
51We have recently reported a supramolecular approach to
52construct catalytic nanomotors via the shape transformation of
53polymersomes under osmotic shock, followed by metal catalyst
54entrapment in the inner compartment of the bowl-shaped
55structures (stomatocytes).11,18,34 This design merges the
56properties of polymeric vesicles to enclose diﬀerent types of
57drugs for in vivo intracellular delivery with the advantages of a
58locomotive self-propelling nanomotor system. However, for its
59use in biological setting, eﬃcient movement by a naturally
60available energy source and at biological relevant concen-
61trations is required. Biocatalysts such as enzymes are biological
62molecules capable of converting with remarkable eﬃciency and
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63 selectivity diﬀerent biological substrates and were thought to
64 provide the required energy source for our motors. They are
65 also very sensitive to the presence of deactivating molecules in
66 the media such as organic solvents, which can denature their
67 structure. The shape transformation of polymersomes into
68 folded stomatocyte structures reported previously required,
69 however, harsh conditions such as large amounts of organic
70 solvents. The organic solvent was used as a plasticizer for the
71 glassy bilayer membrane of the polymersomes assembled from
72 the amphiphilic block copolymer poly(ethylene glycol)-
73 polystyrene (PEG-PS). In the presence of the plasticizer, the
74 bilayer membrane becomes ﬂexible and responsive to osmotic
75 shock. This property facilitated the successful change in shape
76 of polymersomes from spherical objects into bowl-shaped
77 stomatocytes via either direct dialysis of ﬂexible polymersomes
78 or reverse engineering of rigid polymersomes (Supplementary
79 Figure 1).35,36 Both dialysis methods however require large
80 amounts of organic solvent, which in most cases is not
81 compatible with the entrapment of proteins, due to the long
82 contact time between the protein and the organic solvent,
83 leading to protein denaturation.
84 Herein we report a mild methodology for the entrapment of
85 catalytic enzymes inside the stomatocytes allowing the assembly
86 of enzyme-driven supramolecular nanomotors propelled by
87 naturally occurring chemical fuel and at biological relevant
f1 88 concentrations (Figure 1). In contrast to other reported
89 examples, the biohybrid stomatocyte nanomotors are very
90 eﬃcient, capable of propelling at high speeds over 176 body
91 lengths/s. Furthermore, a cascade reaction between two
92 complementary enzymes was demonstrated to propel the
93 structures in alternative fuel such as glucose and at biologically
94 relevant concentrations. While high-concentration peroxide-
95 powered catalase micrometer-size motors have been reported,
96 the use of physiological levels of glucose and hydrogen peroxide
97 is certainly attractive for biological applications. In addition, we
98 also demonstrate that the encapsulated enzymes are conﬁned
99 and protected inside of the cavities of stomatocytes, preventing
100their degradation in the presence of proteases, usually prevalent
101in biological systems. Furthermore, the PEGylated locomotive
102capsule is made of a soft self-assembled material and provides
103stealth behavior by preventing protein adsorption onto their
104surface, which is expected to occur in hard micrometer-size
105metal nanomotors, leading to reduced eﬃciency. The self-
106assembled nanomotors should also create a soft interface with
107the living systems, particularly important for biological
108applications. Finally this method of entrapment is applicable
109to other enzymes and is reversible, which broadens signiﬁcantly
110the scope of our nanomotor design for future biological
111applications.
112RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
113Solvent Addition Method for Stomatocyte Formation
114under Mild Conditions. Entrapment of enzymes and other
115proteins inside the bowl-shaped polymersomes (stomatocytes)
116requires a fast shape transformation of the spherical polymer-
117somes into stomatocytes with minimal solvent exposure to the
118proteins to prevent their denaturation. We therefore set out to
119develop a method that would meet these criteria. We started
120out with the standard preparation of rigid spherical polymer-
121somes from PEG-PS amphiphilic block copolymers.
122The addition of water to a solution of polymer in THF/
123dioxane (4:1 v/v) promotes the self-assembly into polymer-
124somes. Dialysis against Milli-Q for at least 24 h results in
125solvent removal and polymersomes with glassy membranes. In
126order to fold the membrane inward, the bilayer was made
127ﬂexible by the addition of small volumes of THF/dioxane (4:1
128v/v) via a syringe pump. A shape transformation into
129stomatocytes with a large opening occurred quickly after the
130addition of 150 μL to a 500 μL polymersome solution (10 mg
131mL−1).
132Addition of a second aliquot of the organic solvent (vial 2)
133induced a decrease in the size of the opening until the
134structures were almost completely closed after 90 min. When
135more organic solvent was added, the ﬂexibility and permeability
Figure 1. Supramolecular assembly of the enzyme-driven nanomotor. (a) Solvent addition method for stomatocyte formation under mild
conditions. The stomatocyte formation with diﬀerent openings is perfectly reversible, and once the structure is quenched in water, the
transformation cycle can be restarted. (b) Schematic representation of the assembly of the nanomotor with multiple enzymes entrapped inside
the structure. The enzymes are responsible for generating the propelling jet during the catalytic reaction. The nanomotor can be reversibly
engineered to polymersomes, releasing its content.
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136 of the bilayer membrane increased, to the extent that complete
137 equilibration of the osmotic pressure over the membrane
138 occurred, followed by the recovery of the spherical polymer-
f2 139 some morphology (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 2).36,37
140 This method enables a fast shape transformation of polymer-
141 somes into stomatocytes with diﬀerent openings in a controlled
142 and reversible manner with a minimum amount of solvent
143 necessary for the transformation. Stomatocytes with diﬀerent
144 size openings were preserved during the transformation cycle
145 by quenching the structures at diﬀerent time points (30, 60, 90,
146 or 120 min) in a 2 mL aliquot of Milli-Q water. Most
147 importantly, once rigid, these intermediate large-opening
148 stomatocytes could be reshaped into the smaller opening
149 structures by repeating the transformation cycle, this time
150 requiring even less time and organic solvent for the
151 transformation to occur (Figure 2). For example, the 103 ±
152 9 nm opening glassy stomatocyte batch (500 μL colloidal
153 solution, 10 mg mL−1 concentration) obtained after 60 min of
154organic solvent addition required only 150 μL of organic
155solvent to undergo the shape transformation into the closed
156structure, in only 30 min. This methodology presents obvious
157advantages in reducing both the solvent exposure time and
158amount of organic solvent required, which are mandatory to
159prevent denaturation from taking place during enzyme
160encapsulation (vide inf ra).
161Supramolecular Assembly of Enzyme-Driven Nano-
162motors. The solvent addition method thus allows for the
163closing of wide-opening stomatocytes to almost completely
164closed structures in the time frame of only 30 min using a
165procedure in which 150 μL of organic solvent is added to 500
166μL of colloidal solution (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 3)
167followed by fast removal of organic solvent via spin ﬁltration
168and dialysis. This method therefore provides the appropriate
169conditions for enzyme encapsulation and the assembly of a
170biohybrid nanomotor. The catalytic activity of enzymes
171entrapped in this way during the transition to the closed
Figure 2. Stomatocyte formation via the solvent addition method. (a, b) TEM and (c) cryo-TEM of glassy polymersomes at the beginning of
the shape transformation cycle; (d, e) TEM and (f) cryo-TEM of widely opened glassy stomatocytes obtained after the addition of 150 μL of
solvent (THF/dioxane, 80:20 v/v) over a period of 30 min and quenching of the structure in 2 mL of water; (g, h) TEM and (i) cryo-TEM of
opened glassy stomatocyte obtained after the overall addition of 300 μL of solvent (THF/dioxane, 80:20 v/v) over a period of 60 min and
quenching of the structure in 2 mL of water; (j, k) TEM and (l) cryo-TEM of almost closed glassy stomatocytes obtained after the addition of
450 μL of solvent (THF/dioxane, 80:20 v/v) during 90 min and quenching of the structure in 2 mL of water. Alternatively, the same structure
could be obtained from the opened glassy structures after the addition of only 150 μL of solvent over a period of 30 min and dialysis against
salt solution. Note that the opened glassy stomatocytes were ﬁrst brought back to the original concentration before restarting the
transformation cycle. (m) Schematic representation of the shape transformation of polymersomes into stomatocytes and back into
polymersomes via both the shaping and reshaping protocol using the solvent addition method. All scale bars correspond to 200 nm.
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172 structure can be used to construct a fast-moving jet, as will be
173 shown below. The enzyme can also be released from the
174 stomatocyte nanocavity by reshaping the enzyme-ﬁlled
175 stomatocytes back into the polymersome morphology by
176 solvent addition (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure 2).
177 Several enzymes (catalase and its mixture with glucose
178 oxidase) were selected for entrapment in the stomatocytes
179 because of their catalytic abilities to produce the propelling jet
180 required for movement of the nanomotor. Catalase is an
181 enzyme that has the ability to eﬃciently decompose hydrogen
182 peroxide into water and oxygen.38 When catalase is combined
183 with glucose oxidase (GOx), a cascade reaction is possible in
184 which glucose is oxidized by GOx to gluconic acid and
185 hydrogen peroxide, and the latter is further decomposed into
186 oxygen and water by catalase, making glucose the fuel for
187 driving the nanomotor. In order to entrap the enzymes
188 eﬃciently and in their active state, a number of aspects had to
189 be taken into consideration. First of all, due to the small
190 hydrodynamic diameter of the selected enzymes (catalase 11
191 nm and glucose oxidase 7.8 nm, respectively), eﬃcient closing
192 of the stomatocytes is crucial for the entrapment of the
193 enzymes and ultimately for the proper functioning of the
194 motor. Furthermore, for the enzymes to retain their catalytic
195 activity, denaturation should be prevented during the shape
196 transformation cycle. This was achieved by mixing large
197 concentrations of the enzymes with the glassy stomatocytes
198 of 103 ± 9 nm opening followed by closing of the stomatocyte
199 neck in 30 min by the addition of 150 μL of the solvent mixture
200 (vide inf ra). Directly after this process, the organic solvent was
201 removed ﬁrst via spin ﬁltration over a 0.22 μm spin ﬁlter using a
202 salt solution (5 mM NaNO3) then dialysis against the same salt
203solution for an hour (Supporting Information). Afterward, the
204stomatocytes were concentrated and dispersed in Milli-Q
205followed by spin ﬁltration to remove all the nonencapsulated
206enzymes. The 103 ± 9 nm stomatocytes were previously
207obtained from polymersomes by addition of the solvent mixture
208(300 μL) over a period of 60 min and quenching of the
209structures in water. After encapsulation, the enzyme activity was
210assessed using standard colorimetric enzymatic assays (Supple-
211mentary Table 3). Several analysis techniques were used to
212demonstrate the successful entrapment of the enzymes as well
213as to determine the structure, stability, and size distribution of
214the supramolecular assembly.
215Asymmetric ﬁeld ﬂow fractionation (AFFF) coupled to
216multiangle light scattering (MALS) and dynamic light
217scattering (QUELS) is a powerful technique that uses both
218separation and light scattering to analyze samples.39 It allows
219for the separation and analysis of a large distribution of particle
220sizes, i.e., from nano- to microscale, without relying on a
221stationary phase.40 In this case the separation/fractionation
222occurs in a ﬂow and depends on the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the
223particles with the smallest ones eluting ﬁrst. Enzyme-ﬁlled
224stomatocytes and several controls such as empty stomatocytes,
225mixtures of the stomatocytes and the enzymes, polymersomes
226obtained by the reverse engineering of the stomatocytes, and
227 f3the pure enzymes were eluted with AFFF (Figure 3a)
228(Supporting Information, Figures 4 and 6). Optimization of
229the cross-ﬂow program by using an exponential gradient
230allowed for both small enzymes (average size 11 nm) and
231stomatocytes (average size 500 nm) to be eﬃciently separated
232within the same run inside the AFFF channel. Aliquots of
233catalase, GOx, and their mixture with empty stomatocytes were
Figure 3. Characterization techniques to prove enzyme encapsulation. (a) Asymmetric ﬁeld ﬂow fractionation (AFFF) of enzyme-ﬁlled
stomatocytes puriﬁed by spin ﬁltration and dialysis and their comparative elution to the controls: polymersomes, polymersomes obtained via
reshaping of ﬁlled stomatocytes, empty stomatocytes, and pure enzymes. Note that GOx and catalase are very close in size and therefore very
diﬃcult to separate by FFF; however, tuning the FFF method to low molecular weight compounds allowed for a slight diﬀerentiation between
the two enzymes (inset). (b) AFFF coupled with static (multiangle) light scattering and dynamic light scattering techniques to determine the
ratio between the radius of gyration (Rg) and hydrodynamic radius (Rh) (Supporting Information, Figures 5 and 7), which gives information
about the mass distribution within the structure. Note the clear distinction between the ﬁtting of the Rg−Rh ratios of ﬁlled and nonﬁlled
stomatocytes. (c) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) showing the mapping
of iron (Fe) of the heme group present in catalase and sulfur (S) speciﬁc to the cysteines and methionines in both catalase and GOx enzymes,
and their localization inside the stomatocyte cavity.
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234 injected in the AFFF separation channel. While catalase and
235 GOx enzymes clearly eluted in the ﬁrst minutes (Figure 3a,
236 blue and purple lines), the stomatocytes eluted much later, as
237 expected, due to their larger size and therefore smaller diﬀusion
238 coeﬃcient (Figure 3a, green line).
239 Control experiments with both pure enzymes and
240 stomatocytes showed the same elution volumes as the mixture
241 of stomatocytes and free enzymes. This result is a good
242 indication that under the applied encapsulation conditions both
243 enzymes do not adsorb to the outer surface of the
244 stomatocytes. This result was also conﬁrmed by zeta potential
245 measurements on the empty and enzyme-ﬁlled stomatocytes,
246 which allowed for the measurement of the net charge on the
247 surface of the structures before and after entrapment. Both
248 measurements gave almost the same result, i.e., a negative value
249 of the zeta potential of −26 ± 2 mV. Stomatocytes in which
250 catalase and a combination of GOx and catalase were entrapped
251 during the shape transformation and further puriﬁed showed
252 only one peak corresponding to the ﬁlled stomatocytes and the
253 complete disappearance of the enzyme peaks at low retention
254 times. When compared to the empty stomatocytes, both
255 catalase- and GOx−catalase (3:1)-ﬁlled stomatocytes showed a
256 slight delay in the elution time, indicating that the
257 encapsulation led to the formation of larger stomatocytes
258 possibly due to a templating eﬀect induced by the clustered
259 enzyme molecules inside the stomatocytes. This hypothesis was
260 further conﬁrmed by the in-ﬂow hydrodynamic radii measure-
261 ments of the closed-neck empty and catalase-ﬁlled stomato-
262 cytes, showing in all cases a larger size for the enzyme-ﬁlled
263 stomatocytes compared to the empty ones. As mentioned
264 above, the solvent addition method is reversible and can
265 regenerate the polymersome morphology from the stomato-
266 cytes. This property was exploited in order to demonstrate the
267 presence of the enzymes inside the stomatocytes by releasing
268 their content during the shape transformation back into
269 polymersomes. As expected, the FFF data showed the presence
270 of two peaks, one corresponding to the catalase and the other
271 corresponding to the polymersomes. The coupling of the AFFF
272 system to MALS and dynamic light scattering (DLS) allowed
273 for further characterization of the physiochemical characteristics
274 of the particles. While DLS determines the hydrodynamic
275 radius (Rh) of the separate peaks and implicitly of the ﬁlled and
276 nonﬁlled stomatocytes, the MALS system enables the
277 calculation of both the molecular weight of the assemblies
278 and the radius of gyration of the particles (Rg), which gives
279 information on the distribution of mass within the particles.41
280 The ratio Rg/Rh of spherical objects provides information with
281 respect to their composition. While for an ideal empty sphere
282 Rg equals Rh due to the lack of mass inside the structures, ﬁlled
283 objects have been shown to have a smaller radius of gyration
284 due to the concentration of mass inside the structures, leading
285 to Rg/Rh values of 0.775.
42 Cryo-TEM measurements
286 conﬁrmed the overall spherical geometry of our polymersomes
287 and stomatocytes and the applicability of these studies to our
288 system. The measurements on catalase-ﬁlled and GOx−
289 catalase-ﬁlled stomatocytes clearly showed consistently smaller
290 Rg and Rg/Rh values over the entire peak compared to the
291 controls, indicating the presence of the enzymes inside the
292 structures (Figure 3b). Enzyme entrapment inside the
293 stomatocytes was also evidenced from experiments in which
294 the energy dispersive X-ray technique in combination with
295 TEM was used. This technique proved the presence of both
296 enzymes in the cavities of the stomatocytes by position
297mapping of speciﬁc atoms in which the enzymes are rich, such
298as iron for catalase and sulfur for both GOx and catalase, as is
299shown in Figure 3c. Furthermore, a population element
300mapping by TEM-EDX showed that there were hardly any
301empty stomatocytes present, demonstrating that the enzyme-
302ﬁlled stomatocyte formation process is near quantitative
303(Supporting Information, Figure 10). The TEM and cryo-
304TEM show the presence of almost completely closed
305stomatocytes, while the enzymes are tightly packed inside the
306structures. We think this is due to the conﬁning eﬀect of the
307stomatocytes, which allows for the enzymes to assemble in
308tightly packed clusters. The formation of these clusters could
309also be responsible for the high encapsulation eﬃciency via a
310possible templating eﬀect mechanism.
311Enzyme-Driven Supramolecular Nanomotors: Move-
312ment Analysis. To test the autonomous movement of the
313enzyme-ﬁlled nanomotors, we analyzed their behavior in the
314presence of hydrogen peroxide and glucose at diﬀerent
315concentrations. We used nanoparticle-tracking analysis
316(NTA), a technique complementary to DLS that uses laser
317light scattering in combination with a charge-coupled camera
318(CCD) and a microscope, to provide individual particle-by-
319particle analysis of colloidal particles instead of an assemble size
320distribution as shown by DLS. The Stokes−Einstein equation is
321then used to determine the size of the structures by correlating
322the tracking coordinates from the Brownian movement to the
323particle size as shown in our previous study on platinum-driven
324nanomotors.11 In this equation the hydrodynamic diameter of
325the supramolecular nanomotor d is inversely related to the
326time-dependent particle diﬀusion coeﬃcient D(t), which
327however is valid only when no fuel is present in the system
328and the particles move under Brownian motion (D(t) = TKB/
3293πηd, with KB the Boltzmann constant, η the viscosity, and T
330the temperature). Since the technique provides additional
331visualization of the particles, it is also suitable, as we showed
332previously, for tracking the non-Brownian motion observed
333when fuel is added to the self-assembled structures. First, the
334fast directional autonomous movement of the nanomotors in
335the presence of the fuel makes their sizes “appear” smaller
336compared to the same structures before adding the fuel, due to
337the inverse relation between diﬀusion and (apparent) size.
338To test the expected directional movement in our enzyme-
339driven nanomotors and make sure that the fuel addition was
340not responsible for the change in the size, we investigated the
341eﬀect of the addition of hydrogen peroxide and glucose to
342empty stomatocytes. As expected, no change in their Brownian
343motion and trajectories was observed (Supplementary Video 1,
344Supplementary Figure 11). However, addition of hydrogen
345peroxide of diﬀerent concentrations to the catalase-ﬁlled
346stomatocytes solution resulted in a clear shift in their
347“apparent” sizes to smaller values compared to the same
348structures in the absence of fuel (Supplementary Figure 13).
349Additionally a clear change of their trajectories from a
350nondirectional Brownian motion to a propulsive directional
351movement was observed (Supplementary Figure 12). When the
352fuel was fully consumed, the structures recovered their original
353size as measured by NTA, demonstrating that the eﬀect was
354due to the propulsive movement of the nanomotors.
355Furthermore, the addition of hydrogen peroxide to a mixture
356of 90% empty stomatocytes and 10% catalase nanomotors (v/
357v) showed simultaneously the autonomous directional move-
358ment of the nanomotors and the expected Brownian motion of
359the empty stomatocytes (Supplementary Video 2; note the
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360 extremely fast tumble and run movement of the nanomotors).
361 In this case the size and trajectories of the empty stomatocytes
362 (90% control structures) are not aﬀected by the fuel addition.
363 This experiment further conﬁrms that the movement of the
364 assembled nanomotors is autonomous and is not caused or
365 aﬀected by any drift or ﬂow within the chamber, which is only
366 expected at much higher fuel concentrations than used in our
367 system, due to the fast accumulation of gases within the
368 chamber. As shown in our previous report on platinum-driven
369 nanomotors, the ability of the NTA technique to measure the
370 trajectories and x,y coordinates of the single-particle nano-
371 motors allowed for a closer analysis of their movements by
372 studying their paths and their average mean square displace-
373 ments (MSD).11,43 We used the self-diﬀusiophoretic model
374 proposed by Golestanian and co-workers to determine the
375 speed of the nanomotors.43 The model indicates that the
376 directional movement of micrometer-size Janus sphere motors
377 is the result of both rotational and translational diﬀusion. The
378 model has two limiting forms, a parabolic component for short
379 periods of observation and a linear component for long periods.
380 The ﬁtting of the experimental MSD data of our enzyme-driven
381 nanomotors allowed only for the observation of the parabolic
382 component. This was due to the limitations of the nanosight
383 system in the movement analysis of nanometer-scale objects
384 that prevented the tracking of the nanomotors for long periods
385 of time and at high capture rates. Both the trajectories and the
386 average MSDs of 105 nanomotors at three hydrogen peroxide
387 concentrations (11, 50, and 111 mM) were measured, and the
388 propulsive and directional movement of the nanomotors was
389 determined from the ﬁtting of the parabolic ﬁt of the MSD
390 dependency on time according to the equation ⟨r2⟩ = 4Dt +
f4 391 (vt)2 (Figure 4a and supplementary Figure 14) with D being
392 the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and v, the speed of the nanomotors.
393 The movement of the nanomotors without fuel (controls)
394 showed only a linear ⟨r2⟩ = 4Dt dependency, typical for a
395 Brownian motion. The average speeds of the nanomotors at
396 these concentrations were found to be 15, 26, and 60 μm/s
397 (Figure 4a). The biohybrid catalase-driven nanomotor there-
398 fore runs at remarkably high speeds of 176 body lengths/s in
399 100 mM hydrogen peroxide concentrations, which is 3 times
400 higher than the speed of our previously reported platinum-
401 driven nanomotors.11 This high eﬃciency is most probably due
402 to the combination of high catalytic activity of the catalase
403 molecules and the excellent encapsulation eﬃciency of the
404 enzyme compared to the stomatocytes ﬁlled with the
405 catalytically active platinum nanoparticles. We also think this
406 is due to the special design of our nanomotor system, which
407 conﬁnes the enzymes in a small compartment with a very small
408 opening while the gases are expelled through a nanometer pore
409 resembling the nozzle of a rocket. This design is much diﬀerent
410 from the traditional Janus particle, where the substrates are
411 released from a larger surface.
412 We subsequently tested the stomatocytes containing the two-
413 enzyme cascade system based on glucose oxidase and catalase
414 with glucose as a fuel (Figure 4b). The ratio between catalase
415 and GOx was selected to be 1:3 (w/w), taking into account the
416 known diﬀerence in activities of the two enzymes.
417 The GOx−catalase nanomotor was observed to become
418 more active in time and increased its speed several seconds
419 after the addition of the glucose. We attribute this behavior to
420 the slower GOx enzyme, which requires oxygen to start the
421 catalytic process.
422For this reason we used aerated Milli-Q water to perform the
423rest of the experiments. The movements of particles at two
424glucose concentrations are shown in Figure 4b and
425supplementary Figure 15. As can be seen, the two-enzyme
426nanomotor is able to propel itself at very low concentrations of
427glucose, even down to 5 mM. This is a much lower value when
428compared to a previously reported example where carbon
429nanotubes to which the same catalytic enzyme combination was
430attached were used. In that case a much higher concentration of
431glucose, 100 mM, was required.30 We think this is because the
432reaction in the stomatocytes is concerted in the nanocavity, and
433thus faster transfer of substrates between diﬀerent enzymes
434occurs. This is not the case if the enzymes are chemically
435attached to the surface of the motors, as transfer of byproduct
436substrates relies on slow diﬀusion in solution. Furthermore, the
437design of the stomatocyte nanomotor facilitates the protection
438of the enzymes by preventing any inhibition of their activity or
439denaturation in the presence of other proteins such as
440proteases, often prevalent in biological systems (Figure 4c,d
441and supplementary Figure 16). To our knowledge this is the
442ﬁrst example of an enzyme-driven supramolecular nanomotor
443that is able to propel itself at low concentrations of biological
Figure 4. Movement analysis of the one- and two-enzyme-driven
supramolecular nanomotors. (a) Velocity of catalase-ﬁlled stoma-
tocytes at diﬀerent fuel concentrations; the velocity was extracted
from the ﬁtting of the average MSD of the catalase-ﬁlled
stomatocytes at diﬀerent concentrations (11−111 mM H2O2),
calculated from the tracking coordinates of on average 105
particles. (b) Velocity of GOx−catalase two-enzyme-driven nano-
motors at diﬀerent fuel concentrations; the velocity was extracted
from the ﬁtting of the average MSD at diﬀerent concentrations (5
and 10 mM glucose), calculated from the tracking coordinates of
on average 100 particles. (c) Schematic representation of the size-
dependent inhibition and protecting eﬀect of the stomatocytes in
GOx−catalase two-enzyme-driven nanomotors. The small inhibitor
sodium azide is able to diﬀuse inside of the nanomotors,
deactivating the enzyme, while large proteases are not able to get
in. (d) MSD of GOx−catalase two-enzyme-driven nanomotors in
the presence of catalase or trypsin added externally to the mixture.
The velocity was extracted from the ﬁtting of the average MSD of
the curves. No change in the speed of the nanomotors is detected.
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444 fuel and at biologically relevant concentrations with such high
445 speeds.
446 In a ﬁnal series of experiments we investigated whether the
447 motion of the supramolecular nanomotors could be manipu-
448 lated by controlling the activity of the entrapped enzymes.
449 Sodium azide is a known small inhibitor of catalase. Its anion
450 binds to the heme iron center in the active site of the enzyme.
451 As expected, the addition of sodium azide irreversibly inhibited
452 the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide and consequently the
453 production of the propelling oxygen gas necessary for the
454 functioning of the stomatocyte motor. After the addition of the
455 inhibitor, both the trajectories of the nanomotors and their
456 sizes indicated the recovery of the Brownian motion character-
457 istics of the nanomotors in the absence of fuel. The inhibition
458 of the catalase inside the stomatocytes was possible due to the
459 small size of the sodium azide, which was able to diﬀuse inside
460 the stomach. In the case where the inhibitor was a proteolytic
461 enzyme, for instance, trypsin, its larger size should prevent it
462 from diﬀusing inside the nanomotors to inhibit the activity of
463 the enzyme (Figure 4c,d). To test the protecting eﬀect
464 provided by the stomatocyte, we exposed the GOx−Cat
465 nanomotors to 434 μM trypsin, a proteolytic enzyme, and
466 analyzed the movement of the nanomotors after protein
467 addition (Figure 4d). Both enzymes (GOx and Cat) were able
468 to work in a cascade inside the stomatocytes to produce the
469 propelling gas; therefore the presence of the proteolytic enzyme
470 did not have any remarkable eﬀect on the function as
471 nanomotors (Figure 4c,d). A small decrease in the speed of
472 the nanomotors was observed, most probably due to the
473 decrease in the concentration upon protein addition. Besides
474 their nanometer size, the encapsulation of the enzyme inside
475 the stomatocytes is of great importance, as it provides
476 protection against deactivating elements present in biological
477 environments, such as proteases. The nanomotor design
478 therefore oﬀers a clear advantage compared to other enzyme
479 nanomotors, especially when applying these nanomotors in
480 biologically related applications due to their high eﬃciency and
481 activity at very low concentrations of naturally occurring fuels.
482 CONCLUSIONS
483 In summary, we have developed a strategy to incorporate
484 sensitive proteins or enzymes with very high encapsulation
485 eﬃciencies inside the cavity of polymeric stomatocytes via a
486 process of shape transformation of polymersomes under mild
487 conditions, while fully retaining their activity. Using this
488 procedure we have constructed self-assembled nanometer-
489 scale enzyme-driven motors capable of propelling themselves
490 with ultrahigh speeds using biologically relevant fuels and
491 concentrations. The encapsulation of the two complementary
492 enzymes GOx and catalase allows the nanomotors to propel
493 themselves using glucose as an alternative fuel for hydrogen
494 peroxide at biologically relevant concentrations, i.e., only 5 mM.
495 This eﬃciency is probably attributed to the compartmentaliza-
496 tion and conﬁning of the enzymes in such a nanovector. This
497 strategy for enzyme entrapment is highly eﬃcient and can also
498 be conveniently applied to the entrapment of other enzymes.
499 The morphology of these nanomotors provides protection of
500 the enzymes within their cavities from proteolytic enzymes that
501 are available in biological species, thus providing a broader
502 scope to the nanomotor design for biological applications, e.g.,
503 in living cells. Besides its application for nanomotor assembly,
504 this strategy of encapsulation, release, and protection of
505 proteins within a nanovesicle containing a large pore
506(stomatocyte) could be useful to other ﬁelds such as drug/
507protein delivery or nanoreactor applications. The unique
508features of the nanomotors and further control in movement
509and directionality could be further useful for other applications
510such as biosensing, protein and DNA isolation and detection, or
511immunoassays. Nanomotors could rapidly in situ recognize,
512isolate, and enrich target biomolecules, such as DNA, proteins,
513and cells, in untreated biological samples. In addition,
514nanomotors can be a promising tool for treatments in
515nanotechnology. Future research is focused on demonstrating
516the functioning of nanomotors in biological media and their
517collective movement in a gradient of fuel. This will lead to
518intelligent, self-propelled, and self-guided drug carriers that can
519follow the chemical clues given by tumor cells.34 High
520chemotactic eﬃciencies are however required, and attractants
521besides hydrogen peroxide are needed for future applications.
522Our nanomotor assembly and the strategy of encapsulation
523provide high ﬂexibility in the cargo-load and holds therefore
524considerable potential for future research in the biomedical
525ﬁeld.
526METHODS
527All chemicals and enzymes were used as received unless otherwise
528stated. For the block copolymer synthesis, styrene was distilled before
529use to remove the inhibitor. Anisole and N,N,N′,N″,N″-pentamethyl-
530diethylenetriamine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ultrapure
531Milli-Q water, obtained with the help of a Labconco Water Pro PS
532puriﬁcation system (18.2 MΩ), was used for the procedures of
533polymersome self-assembly and the dialyses experiments. Dialysis
534Membranes MWCO 12−14 000 g mol−1 Spectra/Por were used
535where required. Ultrafree-MC centrifugal ﬁlters (0.22 μm) were
536purchased from Millipore. Sodium nitrate was purchased from Merck.
537Catalase (E.C. 1.11.16) from bovine liver, lyophilized powder 2000−
5385000 U mg−1, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Glucose oxidase
539(E.C. 1.1.3.4) from Aspergillus niger type II lyophilized powder (228.25
540U mg−1) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Peroxidase from
541horseradish (E.C. 1.11.1.7) type I, 50−150 U mg−1 solid, and Ampliﬂu
542Red were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
543Synthesis of Poly(ethylene glycol)44-b-poly(styrene)167. This
544compound was synthesized using atom transfer radical polymerization
545as previously reported in the literature.35 The length and the
546polydispersity of the polystyrene block were determined by 1H
547NMR and GPC. The synthetic details are described in the Supporting
548Information.
549Preparation of Glassy Wide-Opened-Neck Stomatocytes via
550the Solvent Addition Method. Block copolymer poly(ethylene
551glycol)44-b-poly(styrene)167 (20 mg) was dissolved in 2 mL of THF/
552dioxane (80:20 v/v), and 3 mL of Milli-Q was added to the solution at
553a rate of 1 mL h−1. The generated polymersomes were dialyzed against
554Milli-Q for at least 24 h. The volume of the formed colloidal solution
555was adjusted to 2 mL, and 500 μL of this solution was transferred to a
5565 mL vial, which was sealed with a septum. Subsequently, 300 μL of a
557THF/dioxane (80:20 v/v) mixture was added at a rate of 300 μL h−1,
558while there was a 0.6 mm needle inserted through the septum
559throughout the whole experiment. After the addition the resulting
560solution was quenched with 2 mL of water and the volume reduced to
561500 μL by spin ﬁltration.
562Encapsulation of Enzymes inside the Stomatocyte Cavity.
563Catalase (6 mg) or a mixture of catalase (2 mg) and GOx (6 mg) was
564dissolved in 500 μL of the colloidal open-neck stomatocyte solution.
565Subsequently, 150 μL of THF/dioxane (80:20 v/v) was added to the
566mixture at a rate of 300 μL h−1 while there was a 0.6 mm needle
567inserted through the septum throughout the whole experiment. The
568structures were puriﬁed from the free enzymes via dialysis and spin
569ﬁltration using an aqueous 5 mM NaNO3 solution.
570Autonomous Movement of the Stomatocyte Nanomotors.
571The concentrations of the enzyme-containing stomatocytes were
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572 adjusted to values between 107 and 109 particles; thereafter fuel was
573 added (diﬀerent concentrations of H2O2 or glucose) and the samples
574 were injected into the Nanosight sample chamber.
575 Release of Enzymes from Stomatocyte Cavity. Encapsulated
576 enzymes were released from the stomatocyte cavities by the direct
577 addition of 150 μL or higher amounts of THF/dioxane (80:20 v/v).
578 Subsequently, the samples were dialyzed against a 5 mM NaNO3
579 solution to remove the organic solvent. The presence of free enzymes
580 was checked by injecting 20 μL of the colloidal solution into the AFFF,
581 which eventually resulted in two peaks, one corresponding to the
582 enzymes and the other to the formed polymersomes.
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